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I. WHY ART IS SO IMPORTANT

Arts Education is more than ever necessary in

this final decade of the 20th century. The creative

Aris have to be recognised for what they are : one

of the major formations of human thought - contri-

buting to livecl experience in pariÿ with science

and philosophy. Therefore Arts Education Institutes

have not only an educational but also a civic res-

ponsibili§ to meet the challenges cunently faced

by mankind. Consequently, Arts Institutes are dee-

ply affected by the various technical and political

developments of our time. They should neither

seel< to back away from this complexiÿ, nor should

they feel compelled to look for special treatment. ln

the current process ofthe unification of Europe, the

pluraliÿ of Arts Education and its openness to
contemporary realities determine the important

role it can play in order to make the emergent

European entiÿ more thrilling, attractive and more

conscious of its cultural responsibilities than it has

so far been in its marl(et-communiÿ form.

2, ÀRTS EDUCATION

Ans Education is a crucial component of general

education. This should be recognised at a national

as well as at an international level. Therefore, Arts

Education should be allocated more attention and

space in the primary and secondary level cunicu-

lum. It should also be developed and integrated

more fully within further and higher education. ln

the way that it is taught, pedagogic freedom and

initiative is as essential to the creative and perfor-

ming arts disciplines as the classical and scholarly

approaches already are. Individualiÿ, imagination

ancl innovation shoulcl be encouragecl and devÈfo-

ped within the student experience. In this respect,

the pedagogic process of Arts Education is unique

when compared to other academic disciplines.

New artistic and pedagogic centres should be

developed to enable students to respond creative-

ly and critically to the massive impact of science

and the new technologies on culture. The reforma-

tion of the "academy, into a fluid networlt of trans-

national resources. programmes and communities.
tili require the structural integration of science.

:echnology and the ans.

3. \\LLE OF THE .IRTS

gress, when measured against marl(et criteria and

mass cultural trends. Additionally they add the

values of creative expression to human activi§.
These factors are not meant to suggest that the

function ofArts Education Institutes can be reduced

or debased to a narrow-minded anticipation of the

immediate economic or financial potential of their

outcomes. They cannot be expected to participate

in the modelling of a spiritually disabled unidimen-

sional, marketable, human stereotype. The marl<e-

table value of the Arts will always and only be a
subsidiary benefit when compared to their creative,

social and human value.

4, EUROPE AND BEYOND

The providers of Europe's Arts Education must

reflect upon and help resolve the dilficult issue of
achieving social and cultural balance between iden-

tiÿ and pluraliÿ, unification and diversiÿ within

this continent and beyond.

ELIA will undertal<e to promote equaliÿ of
opportunity for all students and staff regardless of
gender, cultural origin, disabiliÿ, religious commit-

ment or affiliation. ILIA believes that one of its

strengths lies in the cultural diversiÿ of its people ;

and it will seel< ways therefore to celebrate and

integrate its diverse cultures. It is necessary to

engage in discourses with the cultural uother, to
ensure that l<nowledge of their art hisiorical achie-

vements do not remain suppressed and absent

from the dominant discourse of European art histo-

ry. Only such a discourse will assure that Europe

becomes a diverse and plural cultural space.

a) Arts Education is a learning process which

awakes consciousness and curiosiÿ towards other

cultures, both of which are urgently needed com-
ponents of contemporary education.

b) The political and economic unification of
Europe is the ideal opportunity to stimulate aware-

ness of neighbouring cultures.

c) Such openness should not be limited within
Europe's borders. The purpose of openness within
unification is not to build a super-European ego or

a European stronghold replacing smaller and narro-

wer nationalistic egos. The emerging educational

opportunity should also be applied to non

European cultures as the cornerstone of a global

process of internationalisation.

d) Diversiÿ must be preserved and encouraged.
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